Call for challenges in matrix theory  by unknown
NORTH-HOLUND 
CALL FOR CHALLENGES IN MATRIX THEORY 
Deadlines: 
Format: 
WHAT IS A “CIIALLENCE PAI’EH’? 
Ihir1g our life and work as rescsarch mathematicians, WC generally write II 
number of technical and conceptual papers. Yet in our work we often touch on 
the unknown and mysterious, mathematically mysterious, that ~vt,-individllall~~ 
and in groups of collaborators alike.-do not seem to be able to readily under- 
All Challenges shall be submitted to the Challenges coordinator. 
Frank Uhlig by January lS, 1997. 
If a sufficient number of Challenges is accepted by thr, Challenges 
advisory panel, the editors-in-chief of Linear Algebra and its Appli- 
cations (LAA) have agreed to publish the Challenges in a special 
section in one of LAA’s earlv 1998 issues. 
The ntt’ ILAS Conference at Auburn Universitv in 2002 will featllrt> 
all significant solutions to Challenge problems 3s part of its program. 
All Challenges should be betwen 2 and 5 pages in length with il 
detailed account of the history, notations. ref’erences, and an cyla- 
nation of the significance and envisioned i~ses of the proposrtl 
Challenge problem. 
Each submission should be accompanied by the name(s) of thca 
member(s) of the advisoT panel \\ho-in the eyes of the, 
sllbmitteris)-~~~t,uld 1)~ most knowledgrahle aud helpful in lruudliug 
the specific Challenge. To speed the refereeing process and maintain 
flcadlines, we encourage submitting an additional list of potclntial 
referees for each problnn. The task of the advison, panel and tllcs 
chosen referees is to try to scrutinizr the status of the probltm and. 
if deemed open and significant, to trv to c~hmcr its presentation as 
~rr~xh as possible. The refereeing prc;cess for the Clrallcngrs sldl lx, 
performed on a cooprrati\~e basis illvoicing all of IIS to obtain il trill\ 
valuahlc collection of significant (%&ngr~ problenls in I,intxl 
Algebra. 
Electronic submission in TEX or L’TEX format is prrf&rred. 
However, for easy transportability of the files amongst the revie\vers. 
\ve ask all submitters to tn; and refrain front Ilsing cxtcnsixxx mxros. 
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stand. Anyone formulating a Challenge proposal should attempt to discuss such a 
problem with its history, ramifications and consequences to the field or subfields 
of Linear Algebra or to its applications. 
A Challenge is not a list of open problems, nor is it a list of Ph.D. thesis - 
topics. It is rather meant to address more profound and deeper levels of our field. 
Examples: In Calculus, the trigonometric functions can be defined geometrically 
as ratios of lengths of sides. Challenge: Find a solely geometric proof (i.e., one 
using only slopes of their graphs for example, but no limits, etc.) to obtain/prove 
their differential relations. (Solved: see Mitteilungen Math. Sem. Giessen, 
173:36-41 (1986) for example.) 
Or: Find (possibly graph theoretic) methods that improve the conditioning of 
linear equations elimination schemes as work progresses. (Unsolved) 
Or: Find a general matrix analogue for the Perron-Frobenius theory of positive 
matrices. (Partially solved by S. Rump, 1995 via his real spectral radius 
concept.) 
Or: The challenge by Gil Strang at his after dinner speech at ILAS 95 in Atlanta 
regarding conditions for the solvability of simultaneous quadratic equations. 
(Unsolved) 
Ideally, a Challenge should describe a mathematical problem at the current 
limits of understanding and research, a problem that the propose&) feel(s) would 
be important to know the answer to, but for which he/she sees no means to a 
sohition in the near future within her/his research group. 
Challenges should be well documented and clearly described on 2 to 5 pages 
(exceptions possible) with an attempt to a complete list of the relevant literature, 
all known avenues to the problem, and a detailed statement of the relevance of 
the topic. Each Challenge should be submitted to Frank Uhlig, coordinator of the 
advisory panel by the deadline of January 15, 1997. To help the refereeing 
process, which shall be done in a cooperative effort involving the whole linear 
algebra community, we welcome a short list of potential referees whom the 
submitter considers experts in the area. Each member of the advisory panel will 
strive to enhance the presentation of the Challenges during the refereeing 
process. 
Early submissions and tentative early drafts are welcome for prereview. In 
each instance, the final draft of a Challenge must be received by the deadline and 
all submissions will be judged by the standard rules and criteria that apply to 
LAA. If a sufficient number of Challenges are received, the editors-in-chief of 
LAA have agreed to publish a special section with the Challenges quickly in early 
1998, once the overall refereeing process has been completed in order to allow 
for ample time for solutions (1998 + 2OOI>, and the selection of solutions to be 
presented as part of the nth ILAS Conference at Auburn University in 2002. 
Challenges may address any and all areas of L,inear Algebra and Matrix 
Theory as well as applications; i.e., they may be from core linear algebra, 
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numerical, graph theoretic, control theoretic matrix theon;, or froin signals, or 
whatever, as long as the subject is matrix theoretical. 
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